
  

From: 

Sent: 29 July 2022 12:47 

To: Licensing Policy 
Ce: 

Subject: Fwd: Carlos deli sale of alcohol extension of hours objection 

[** This email originates from an external source **] 

  

From: 

Date: Wed, 27 Jul 2022 at 19:33 

Subject: Carlos deli sale of alcohol extension of hours 

Ce 

To whom it may concern, 

My name is and | livee Carlos Deli with. | have noticed the signage in the window of 

the establishment stating that Carlo Papagni is requesting a variation to the premise license. Extending the sale of 

alcohol Mon-Sun 10am until 1ipm. | would like to fully OBJECT against this for the following reasons: 

   

      

- He more recently extended his hours with his closing time being 10pm which started in July. Ass will know, he 

has repeatedly failed to stick to them with the restaurant open as late as 10:45pm, thus breaking his 

licensing agreement. Because of this | have no trust that he will stick to his new hours. He has been 

extremely uninterested in following the rules set out by Waverley and | worry that this will encourage even later 

finishes and alcohol being served well past 11pm. 

- The noise level can be very high and being amplifies that noise into our home. Their kitchen is 

situated a and their window and door face out so the noise, especially in 

the summer when windows are open, is even louder. As a working couple the disturbance that late is unacceptable. 

The moving of furniture after the last customer has left can rumble through our old home, the floors and walls are 

thin! 

- On occasion the ruckus brought on by locals leaving can disturb the locals in the direct vicinity of the Deli. 

~- The lights in their kitchen shine out into ourpse and once again shine into our a ddisturbing our sleep, 

even with blinds. 

| do hope these reasons are taken into consideration and thank you for taking the time to read them. 

Kind regards, 

 


